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Roundneck Sexton Beetle (a carrion beetle) in the Dundas Valley - 9 July 2018 - the
beetle is covered in mites but the mites are just hitching a ride from one carcass to
another - photo Joanne Redwood.
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Sanderling, juvenile, at South Shell Park, Oakville - 11 September 2018 - photo Stewart Scott.
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Editor's Notes.....
Sometimes I struggle to find something useful to say in this space, especially with a deadline looming. However, today (14
October) only one thing occupies my mind and that is the death of a beloved pet. Our family dog, April, died this morning
after a short illness. It was a long night and a devastating loss for our family. She was almost 16 years old, so there were
unspoken thoughts that her time was coming in the near future. Still, it is almost impossible to prepare for this reality,
especially when it happens sooner than expected.
But it is only dog, right? I've even thought that before, but never again. It will take me a long time to
accept this loss. I can only say that she was part of the family. She was a gift for my daughter Sarah
when she was seven years old and April has always been with us since; on car rides and walks; coast
to coast car trips; and always on our annual holidays at Point Pelee.

April at Point Pelee - 30

Some people ridicule the emotional attachment we have to our pets, drawing a broad distinction Sept 2018 - photo Sarah
Lamond.
between humans and animals. I don't think this way. Of course I value human life above a dog's, but
consciousness is impossible to define and I firmly believe there is some degree of consciousness in dogs and many other
animals. Obviously not the same as in humans, but there is something there. I will quote former HNC President Christine
Bishop, "dogs are totally underrated in their ability to think, feel, bond, and anticipate change based on cues, just like us".
"Science finds mammals, birds, and even the underrated reptilian phyla are more social and value kin associations so much
more than we preferred to imagine just 10 years ago"(Amorello and smith 2012; Mayntz,2017).
Perhaps if more people start to think this way there will be less mistreatment of animals in this world; and the mistreatment
that goes on is absolutely appalling. I will get off my high horse here and wish everyone a successful Alan Wormington Fall
Bird Count - your cue to get involved if you are not!

At the Next Monthly Meeting

Monday, November 12, 2018 - 7:30 p.m.

Environmental Commissioner
RBG, 680 Plains Rd. W, Burlington

Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, Dr. Dianne Saxe, will
provide an overview of Ontario’s Environmental Bill of Rights.
She will also discuss topics from her recent annual reports, with an
update of the government’s progress on environmental protection
and greenhouse gas emissions reductions. The Environmental
Commission of Ontario is a bridge between the public and the
government on environmental issues.
Before her appointment, Commissioner Saxe was one of
Canada’s most respected and best-loved environmental lawyers.
After 14 years in the Ontario public service, plus experience
in two major Bay Street law firms, she ran one of Canada's top
environmental law boutique law firms for 25 years. A Certified
Specialist, Commissioner Saxe was recognized in every Canadian
and international legal rating service, and as one of the world’s
top 25 environmental lawyers by Best of the Best, 2008. She
was Canada’s leading author on environmental law, through
her books, columns and envirolaw.com blog, and Toronto’s first
Environmental Lawyer of the Year. She received numerous other
tributes, including Ontario Bar Association Distinguished Service
Award and Osgoode Hall Lifetime Achievement Gold Key. Skilled
writer and public speaker, with unparalleled experience writing,
interpreting, and litigating Ontario's environmental laws.

Important Bird and
Biodiversity Areas (IBA)
Winter Bird Survey
The IBA’s West End of Lake Ontario Survey
starts up again in mid November and goes
to April. For one Saturday for each month,
intrepid birders venture out along the lake
front to record birds they encounter. The
scope of the surveys is the line stretching from
Port Credit on the north shore, to the mouth
of the Niagara River on the south shore, and
bounded on the west by the Burlington Bar.
It has been divided into 23 sections, so you
have a choice of where you would like to go, or
I can assign you an area that needs coverage.
If you are interested, please email me, Chris
Motherwell, cmtrain@cmotherwell.com, and
I will send you further details.

Free. All welcome. Meet & greet at 7 p.m. Contact Lou – lou.
mitton628@gmail.com for more information.
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Wings on a Cliff with Bruce Mackenzie
by Michael Rowlands

A

fter the summer break, the Bird Study Group reconvened
on September 17 at the Burlington Seniors’ Centre with
a turnout of approximately 70 persons, including some new
attendees who had seen the notices in the local newspapers
advertising our meeting. The group’s leader and emcee, Bruce
Mackenzie, first advised everyone of a few procedural changes.
First of all, we will no longer be offering refreshments at the
monthly meetings, except for the December holiday meeting.
Our thanks go to Frank Morley, who has provided this service
for many years and has decided to step down from this task.
Bruce asked the audience if anyone was willing to take this on,
but no one came forward. Secondly, our e-mail reminders only
went out to the Hamilton Birders Google group in September
as our notifier, Caleb Scholtens, has gone off to university and
is no longer available for this job. We’ll see about getting a new
volunteer to handle this task going forward as there may be some
attendees who are not yet either Hambirders or HNC members
(who receive the Wood Duck).
Bruce Mackenzie delivered the evening’s presentation entitled
“Wings on a Cliff,” which was a pictorial summary of a trip to Bon
Echo Provincial Park last May with his wife Laurie and their close
friend Janet Snaith. The largest provincial park in eastern Ontario
at 6,644 hectares (16,461 acres), Bon Echo is situated on Mazinaw
Lake, Ontario’s seventh deepest lake. The most direct route is to
drive to Belleville, head northeast on highway 37 through Tweed,
then east on highway 7 to Kaladar, and about 30 kilometres north
on highway 41 to the park entrance. It’s about 350 kilometres
from Hamilton, so count on at least a 4-hour drive, depending on
traffic and rest stops.

still used by climbers today. An audience
member, Leon, said he had climbed the
Mazinaw Rock 51 years ago!
The rock face features an inscription of a
few lines of poetry by the American poet
Walt Whitman and a dedication of the rock
to his memory. Whitman was admired
by Flora MacDonald Denison, an early Mike Rowlands
selfie.
owner of the surrounding land and builder
of the Bon Echo Inn. She attracted art lovers of all stripes to the
inn and had several members of the Group of Seven stay there to
paint the rock for her promotional posters. After Flora’s death in
1921, the land and inn were inherited by her son Merrill Denison.
The inn was operated by
various managers until it
was destroyed by fire in
1936 and never rebuilt. The
Denison family continued to
use the land for many years
but eventually donated it to
the province in 1959 and the
The inscription on the Mazinaw Rock park was opened in 1965.
dedicated to Walt Whitman.

Although their stay in the
park featured a lot of rain, mosquitoes and black flies, Bruce and
his party were able to see much of the rock cliff and its flora and
fauna. They found the resident Peregrine Falcons that nest on a
ledge about 60 feet above the water and saw first-hand that the
falcons’ prey is often one of the park’s many Blue Jays. The cliff is
also home to Barn Swallows and Eastern Phoebes that build their
nests in crevices on the rock wall. Common Ravens, Common

The Mazinaw Rock at Bon Echo P.P. - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

The park is best known for its spectacular 100-metre (330-foot)
rock cliff that runs along the eastern shore of the northern part of
the lake for 1.5 kilometres. The rock face continues underwater
another 90 m in places. The lake is 145 m deep at its deepest.
Climbers from Toronto’s Alpine Club of Canada were the first
to climb the rock back in 1956 and created many routes that are
The Wood Duck - November, 2018

Nesting Peregrine Falcon at Bon Echo P.P. - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

Mergansers, and Ring-billed Gulls are also seen around the lake.
At the top of the hiking trail and stairs that lead up to the cliff top,
Prairie Warblers are known to nest in the low junipers and stunted
Red Oaks, but they didn’t see any. Turkey Vultures are often-seen
residents, probably nesting on cliffs along the southern part of
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the lake, Bruce thought. The park is also home to Ontario’s
only lizard, the Five-lined Skink.

European Starlings
by June Hitchcox

A
Turkey Vulture at Bon Echo P.P. - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

There were plenty of plants to see – from lichens to Wild
Columbine to Serviceberry shrubs in full bloom. Some of
the most amazing plants in the park are the ancient, dwarf
Eastern White Cedars that grow right on the cliff face and
may be more than 1000 years old!

Pictograph at Bon Echo – "the Great Water Lynx" - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

At the base of the cliff, there are as many as 260 markings on
the rock – hematite pictographs thought to have been made by
aboriginal peoples as much as five centuries ago. They depict
various subjects, such as shamans, turtles and the Great Water
Lynx (a powerful mythological creature – like a cross between
a lynx and a dragon – that is a dangerous deep water monster
that causes men and women to drown) and are protected as
a National Historic Site. Visitors are advised not to touch or
deface the paintings.
In a few short days, Bruce had learned a lot about the present
day flora and fauna as well as the natural and human history
of this fascinating park. Mike Rowlands thanked Bruce for his
talk and added a few comments about the Common Loons
and Barred Owls he had experienced on his own multiple
visits to the park since 1970. Bruce accepted the speaker’s
honorarium from the Club and said he would be donating
it to the Grimsby Wetlands project. For those who’ve never
been to Bon Echo, this talk may have given you the incentive
to make the drive to explore this fascinating place.
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very interesting time of year to look
at European Starlings. You might
have to get out your binoculars to see
the details. During the late Spring and
Summer, starlings are an iridescent black - males with
bright yellow bills - females not as deeply yellow. They are
the only Canadian “blackbird” with a yellow bill. In the
Fall, that long, sharp, yellow bill, built so wonderfully to
find tons of insects, darkens considerably.
Starlings molt their feathers only once per year - in the
Fall. The new feathers come in black with white tips. As the
winter rolls on, those white tips wear off, until by Spring,
the iridescence of their breeding season is back. They have
no reason to molt then – they can save that energy for their
up-coming breeding season. Starlings are slightly smaller
than an American Robin with short, square tails. Their
short, pointed wings are used in a series of rapid flaps, then
a short glide, swift and direct to where they wish to go, not
rising or falling, seeming to have a built-in compass.
In 1890-91, 100 European Starlings from Europe were
introduced in New York City in an attempt to bring the
birds mentioned in Shakespeare’s plays to the New World
[what a crazy idea – Ed.]. They have since settled from
coast to coast and as far north as James Bay. They are to
be applauded for the tons of harmful insects that they eat
in warm weather, their long, sharp bills being wonderful
for this. They make their nests in cavities – bird houses
included. They have undoubtedly caused other cavity
nesters to decline. There are solutions to their aggressive
behaviour at bird feeders and at bird houses. Starlings
love to eat dried, stale bread, broken up and tossed on the
ground a good distance from feeders. Also, they cannot fit
into bird houses if the holes are less than one and one-half
inches wide. Starling numbers began their decline in 1951,
with their numbers declining 54% from 1967 to 1983.
Their population is stabilizing as most new species usually
do. But they are still an abundant bird, unloved by many.
In winter, they choose a common place to roost, sometimes
in the thousands, circling, then diving into the roost
to spend the night. In the morning they disperse in all
directions to seek food.
European Starlings - they are part of our bird-life now so we
might as well accept them for what they are - an intriguing
species to watch, study and enjoy.
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HSA Nature Note — Black-legged Meadow Katydid

n keeping with the singing night insects theme, I found this Black-legged Katydid (back cover photo) on my porch today
(19 September 2018). I had seen one earlier this season but only managed the photo now. I have not knowingly heard one
calling.
Like some of the earlier postings, Bug Guide shows it’s range as only touching into southwestern Ontario. Is this a case of true
range extension or of growing awareness of these insects? – Paul Smith
This species has really undergone a major range extension in Ontario or the maps were not accurate when made. This species
is pretty common and you have definitely heard it sing. The full name is Black-legged Meadow Katydid. However, you would
not have heard the one that you photographed as it is a female with the long ovipositor sticking out the rear end. They can be
a bit of a challenge to find when they are singing as they are ventriloquial, but if you triangulate slowly when you are near
one, you can often find the songster. Sometimes surprisingly in the open. They are a very handsome beast with the black,
orange, green-blues and greens. That orange eye is great – Bill Lamond
http://songsofinsects.com/katydids/black-legged-meadow-katydid
I think it may be the growing awareness. There are 60+ records for Ontario at iNatualist as far as Toronto. https://www.
inaturalist.org/observations?locale=en&place_id=6883&preferred_place_id=6712&taxon_id=143151
They are certainly common in Hendrie Valley based on personal experience – Chris Cheatle.
I too have had this species frequenting my vegetable garden in south Dundas, quite far from the wetlands described as their
habitat - but close to my new naturalized rain garden that has unfortunately been dry throughout this drought summer. Love
the pix. I’ve had fabulous looks while weeding, but it’s not so conducive to photography when I’m crawling around on my
knees with black soil up to my elbows – Dave Moffatt.

HSA Nature Note — Two-spotted Tree Cricket

T

his Orthoptera, found in Dundas (12 September 2018) swimming in an overflow pail from my
water tanks, appears to be a female Two-spotted Tree Cricket (Neoxabea bipunctata). Bug Guide
describes its range as north to “extreme southwestern Ontario”.
Perhaps there are some more proficient orthoptera specialists out there who can confirm/refute and
advise.
In the meantime, I’ll try to keep her happy – Dave Moffatt.
I’m not an expert, but Songs of Insects by Lang Elliott and Wil Hershberger confirms both your
identification and range map, which shows them not quite into the HSA, but not too far south, maybe
as far north as Woodstock. They say she’d be happier in a dense stand of young trees – Jerry Bloom.

Two-spotted Tree
Cricket, Dundas - 12
September 2018 - photo
David Moffatt.

Looks like a Two-spotted Tree-Cricket.
Based on the song, I would say this species is well-established in the Hamilton area. I note that it is found singing frequently
in urban Brantford. Another, similar sounding species, Davis’s Tree Cricket is also well established. I hear both of these species
daily, or nightly. I was north of Algonquin the last few days and the lack of both of these species was very evident in the
evening chorus.
Davis’s sounds rather mellow, whereas Two-spotted sounds harsh or whiney. Check it out!
http://songsofinsects.com – Bill Lamond
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HSA Nature Note — Jumping Bush Crickets in Brantford
There are two Jumping Bush Crickets calling in the backyard of 196 St George St in Brantford (7 September 2018). This is
significant as this species really isn't officially accepted as having occurred in Ontario, as there is no material evidence to
support the occurrence. My daughter Sarah made a recording of a Jumping Bush Cricket at this location about four nights ago
but you can hardly hear the Bush Cricket as it is drowned out by a cacophony of other calling orthopterans (crickets, Katydids,
grasshoppers). Tonight because it is cool, the other insects are relatively silent so you can easily hear the Jumping Bush
Crickets, in fact there are two of them tonight where I have only heard one for the last 10 days. I think the address is 196 (not
that any of you are going to jump in the car to go listen) but it is the house on the NW corner of St George St and Henderson
St. This is the third year (out of six) that I have heard them in Brantford, so I'm sure it is only a matter of time before this
species becomes much more common. I have written about this species in Brantford before in the Wood Duck.
Hear for yourself: http://songsofinsects.com/crickets/jumping-bush-cricket – Bill Lamond.

At the Next Bird Study Group
My Ontario 2017 Big Year
Speaker: Jeremy Bensette

Monday, November 19, 7:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Join HNC's Bird Study group as they present
Jeremy Bensette who will talk about the
interesting birds that visited Ontario in 2017.
All welcome. Meet & greet at 7 p.m. Contact
Bruce, BSG Director kintail52@gmail.com for
more information.
Point Pelee area birder and naturalist Jeremy
Bensette had a very successful Big Year in 2017,
travelling to the far reaches of his home province
of Ontario in pursuit of every bird species he
could possibly cross paths with. Having seen 346
species in the province in 2017, Jeremy holds
Ontario’s birding Big Year record, thanks largely
in part to Ontario’s helpful and supportive
birding community. His presentation touches
on many of the highlights, lowlights, statistics,
results, and antics of his Big Year.
Jeremy Bensette, from the Point Pelee area, is a
diehard birder, naturalist, wildlife photographer,
and tour guide. He is also a proud member of
the Vortex Optics Field Team, a very active
member of the Ontario Field Ornithologists,
and a board member for the Essex County Field
Naturalists’ Club. He takes any chance he can to
share his knowledge and insights about wildlife
to friends and strangers alike. Jeremy loves to
travel and talk birds. At the Burlington Seniors'
Centre, 2285 New St, Burlington.
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Scottish GPs to Begin Prescribing Rambling and Birdwatching
Doctors in Shetland are to start prescribing birdwatching, rambling and beach
walks in the Atlantic winds to help treat chronic and debilitating illnesses.
Doctors working in the 10 GP surgeries on the islands will be authorised by the
health board, National Health Service Shetland, to issue “nature prescriptions”
to patients to help treat mental illness, diabetes, heart disease, and stress.
Patients will be given calendars and lists of walks drawn up by the Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds showing them particular bird species and plants, and
suitable routes to take. The leaflets are to be available at surgeries.
Patients will be nudged to go hill walking on Shetland’s upland moors, and
directed towards coastal paths towatch Fulmars, to beachcomb for shells,
draw Snowdrops in February, and spot Long-tailed Ducks, Oystercatchers and
Lapwings. NHS Shetland is not suggesting that nature prescriptions will replace
conventional medicines, but it can supplement normal treatments.
“There are millions of different ways of doing medicine but we very much try
to involve people in their own health, and people really like being empowered,”
Evans said.“People are always thinking at some level about their diet or exercise
or stopping smoking but finding out what works for them is the key. The beauty
about Shetland is it has this fantastic wild landscape.”
Helen Moncrieff, the area manager for RSPB Scotland, said that during winter
the prescriptions would be “elemental”, where strong Atlantic winds would be
the main feature. Some people may be asked to take their hoods down and stand
still and silent for three minutes, in a form of open-air mindfulness, for instance.
The NHS leaflets were entitled “Nature your soul”, Moncrieff said.
Doctors and hospitals elsewhere in the UK have been encouraged to suggest
their patients take forest walks or get outside by the Centre for Sustainable
Healthcare in Oxford. Its NHS Forest project aims to increase patients’ use of
local parks and woodland near hospitals and health centres.
Makena Lohr, a spokeswoman for the centre, said she was not aware of any
other NHS trusts or boards formally prescribing nature and exercise in this way.
“The physical and mental benefits of connecting with nature have been very
well evidenced by numerous studies,” she said. “It’s high time that the healthcare
sector became aware of that.”
Reprinted from The Guardian 5 October 2018
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Red Trillium
by Bob Curry

T

he Red Trillium (Trillium erectum) is known to naturalists
and amateur botanists but is much less familiar to the general
public. Its wine-red colour is not as conspicuous in the soft green
spring woods as White Trillium but it is none the less a striking
flower. As befits its modesty it often tucks itself on the edge of
White Trillium banks or in the shade of fallen logs.

less attractive epithet is Stinking Benjamin,
which refers to the fetid, wet dog odour of
the flower. I wouldn’t know as my sense of
smell is so poor I never think to check the
Author Bob
odour of flowers, which in some cases is
Curry.
diagnostic. The species name erectum refers
to the pedicel (the stem holding the flower) that is stiffly erect in
some forms of the species. In our populations this is a misnomer
since the pedicel is bent.
The latitudinal extent of Red
Trillium is even greater than
that of White Trillium as one
can see on the range map
opposite.

Red Trillium (T. erectum), 30 April 2008, Shell Park, Bronte photo Bob Curry.

The petals are heavily textured with prominent veins, rendering
a very rich appearance. Swollen, creamy stamens stand in starkly
beautiful contrast to the petals. The three leaves are described by
Case and Case as “broadly rhombic” meaning they are broadest
near the middle. Red Trilliums blooming a week or so earlier
than White Trillium, are a welcome sight after the long winter.

An interesting aspect of this
trillium is the array of colours
that occur. A white-flowered
form, var. album occurs
especially at lower elevations
Red Trillium range from Case &
surrounding the Great Smoky
Case (1997).
Mountains (Case and Case
1997). The Cases note that this form is occasional throughout the
species’ range although I have not seen it in Ontario.
I have found a variety of colours in Ontario. Perhaps these odd
colours are sports of some kind. In any case they are interesting
and attractive. You might surmise that these are hybrids with
Great White Trillium except that the Cases state that no known
hybrids of T. grandiflorum have ever been documented. Rather,
these pallid colours likely result from aberrations in the genes
that control colour in the flower (William Crins pers. com.). Note
that in many of these colour sports, the ovary is still dark red

Red Trillium, Shell Woods, Bronte, 30 April 2008, showing
rhombic-shaped leaves - photo Bob Curry.

An alternate common name is Wake Robin; this appellation is
assigned to several English flowers and to Jack-in-the-Pulpit
presumably because these plants bloom in early spring and possess
the red colour of robins, both English and North American. A
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Red Trillium (faded rose colour), in Kopegaron Woods, Essex County, 4
May 2015 - photo Bob Curry.
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but that in some the ovary is also creamy white, a further trend
towards albinism.

Red Trillium (creamy) in Kopegaron Woods, Essex County, with
atypical pale ovary, 4 May 2015 - photo Bob Curry.

Red Trillium (creamy) in Shell Park, Bronte, with typical purplish
ovary, Bronte, 30 April 2008 - photo Bob Curry.

Those who prefer subtlety over audacity may prefer Red Trillium
over Great White Trillium.

Eastern Woodchuck in Pleasantview, Dundas - 2 August 2018 - photo Peter Hurrell.
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City Council Approves Columbia College Student Residence
Adjacent to Chedoke Ravine
by Gord McNulty

A

large student residence for Columbia International College
that will entail slope reconstruction in the Chedoke Creek
valley was approved by Hamilton City Council on 12 September.
The move was disappointing to environmental representatives,
a number of area residents who opposed the proposal and three
councillors who felt the city should have given the broader
community more time for input.
The mixed-use project, now involving 18-storey and 16-storey
towers at Main and Longwood, will house 1,024 students. It’s
a significant 521-unit development, promoted as encouraging
higher density growth along the planned LRT line and as a catalyst
for the Main West area. However, the project is controversial
because of its location, which had prompted staff of the Hamilton
Conservation Authority (HCA) to recommend its refusal.
HCA staff were overruled by the HCA Board of Directors on
Feb. 4. The HCA attached no fewer than nine conditions to its
approval, including a pivotal requirement about placement of fill
to stabilize the slope to Chedoke Creek. The proponent will be
required to submit a detailed geotechnical report to document
site conditions and assess the stability of the slope.
The matter subsequently went to city hall. In a key, long-awaited
report, issued on Aug. 29, city planning staff recommended
the project proceed. The report went to a planning committee
meeting on Sept. 4, leaving very little time for people who wished
to comment on the report to the committee.
The environmental aspects of the project, which will require
about 1,400 truckloads of engineered fill to stabilize the slope
to Chedoke Creek and removal of trees on the property, remain
contentious. Presenters who wanted to address the committee
had to scramble over the Labour Day weekend to meet the city’s
extremely tight timetable.
That said, a substantive discussion took place at the committee
meeting. Sergio Manchia of Urban Solutions led a team that
advocated for what he called a “transformational” project. The
original concept consisted of a single 10-storey residential/
commercial building. It grew to a proposed two 15-storey towers,
and has since been modified to accommodate a road widening
necessitated by the LRT route.
The environmental submissions, reaffirming support for the HCA
staff position, were then made by myself, presenting a letter from
the HNC; Lynda Lukasik, Executive Director of Environment
Hamilton; and John Terpstra, who is writing a book about the
creek and the valley. The dialogue was respectful on all sides. As
Ward One Councillor Aidan Johnson said, "it’s a complex issue
that people on either side can agree to disagree on."

of any liability for the development.
I mentioned in the letter that a civil
servant with many years of experience
in these matters recently suggested
to me that such an agreement is not
enforceable.

Gord McNulty - photo
Nicole Chamula.

I answered a number of questions
from the councillors. Then it was Lynda’s turn. She reminded
the committee that HCA staff support policies that are based on
learning from past mistakes when development occurred too
close to valley edges. She added that approval of the project may
set a precedent and lead to similar proposals for development
and infilling of watershed valley systems.
“Add climate change and the risk of extreme weather to the
equation and there is more reason to be concerned about erosion
risks in and around hazard lands,” she said. “I am also left
wondering – if this development is approved and something goes
wrong in the future, who will pay?”
John Terpstra told the committee that Chedoke valley and creek
are a living part of the natural heritage of the city, and should be
respected.
“Personally, I don’t want to see any more of Chedoke Valley filled
in at all, by this or any other development. I think it’s wrong.
Enough is enough…. More public consultation is necessary,” he
said.
John added that if this development is to go forward, he would
urge the city to require that as little of the valley is filled in as
possible.
Councillors Aidan Johnson, Matthew Green and Brenda Johnson
criticized the brief time for public consultation and urged the
committee to extend the discussion to the next committee
meeting. They lost on a standing recorded vote. The committee
then voted 7-3 to recommend the project to city council, with A.
Johnson, Green and B. Johnson opposed.
The subsequent council approval, again with just the three
councillors opposed, may not be the final chapter. An appeal to
the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal could be a possibility. The
presentations to the committee ensured that our environmental
concerns are on the public record and also would entitle an
appeal to the Tribunal.

The HNC letter, signed by myself as the Club’s Ontario Nature
representative, urged the city to support more naturalization of
the creek and valley rather than build on a site that HCA staff felt
was much too small for the project site.
It was noteworthy that the HCA Board required the landowner
to enter into a “save harmless agreement” to relieve the authority
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT HNC HIKES All of our leaders are volunteers who enjoy sharing their knowledge
and time. The HNC assumes no responsibility for injuries of any kind sustained by anyone as a result of participating
in any of these activities. Please assess your own ability to participate. Hikes are sometimes cancelled or rescheduled.
You are advised to check the HNC website (www.hamiltonnature.org) before setting out, to ensure that the hike has
not been rescheduled. Generally, pets on hikes are discouraged as they startle wildlife, damage nests, and interfere
with the enjoyment of others. Contact the leader before bringing your pet and for other questions. We also publicize
Royal Botanical Gardens hikes and events. Most RBG programs require pre-registration one week prior. There is
a charge for these activities except for the Sunday Get Back To Nature Walks. For information on RBG hikes: Liz
Rabishaw, Public Program Bookings, RBG, 905-527-1158 (1-800-694-4769) ext. 270. programs@rbg.ca www.rbg.ca
3 November (Saturday) 1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. HNC - Autumn Wildflower Walk. Join Dean Gugler and Fleur-Ange Lamothe for
an autumn wildflower walk at the RBG Arboretum. We will be looking for late blooming flowers and identifying seed pods and
flower stalks of spent flowers. Meet at the traffic circle at RBG's Arboretum at 1:30pm. All are welcomed. Note that there is a
parking fee for the RBG Arboretum unless you are an RBG member.
4 November (Sunday) HNC - Alan Wormington Fall Bird Count. The Alan Wormington Fall Bird Count (FBC) has been an annual
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club (HNC) event since 1974 and for many Hamilton area birders it is one of the highlights of the birding
year. In 2016 it was named in honour and memory of the count’s founder, Alan Wormington. Please contact Bill Lamond at billlamond@hotmail.com for details and to register.
4 November (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie
Valley, meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
10 November (Saturday) 9 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Not Just a Birding Club: Fall Migration Monitoring at RBG Nature Centre. Preregistration required. Part of the Adult Education Series. Fee: $20 per Saturday (HST included).
11 November (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
12 November (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC Monthly Meeting - Special Guest - Dr. Dianne Saxe, Environmental Commissioner of
Ontario. Dr. Dianne Saxe will provide an overview of Ontario’s Environmental Bill of Rights. She will also discuss topics from her
recent annual reports, with an update of the government’s progress on environmental protection and greenhouse gas emissions
reductions. The Environmental Commission of Ontario is a bridge between the public and the government on environmental
issues. More info on page 52. Royal Botanical Gardens, 680 Plains Rd W, Burlington.
17 November (Saturday) 8:00 a.m. – 12 p.m. HNC - Lakeshore Birding: Van Wagner's to 50 Point. There will be stops at
various points along the lake during this popular annual excursion. In the event of bad weather, we will be taking shelter at
Hutch's or at the Lakeland Centre Tower. This is a morning excursion that may stretch into the afternoon if conditions are good.
Meet in the parking lot on the north side of Hutch's Restaurant (Van Wagner's Rd.) Lead by Andrew Don, contact at adon14@
cogeco.ca.
18 November (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North
Shore, meet at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line
905-527-1158 ext. 404.
18 November (Sunday) 12 to 4 p.m. RBG - Squirrelly Squirrels at RBG Nature Centre. Get squirrelly with games, hikes, and lots
of information about these furry creatures. A Family Fun day. Pre-registration required. Fee: $10 child (age 4-12), Free child (age
3 & under), $15 (adult) HST included.
19 November (Monday) 7:30 p.m. BSG - Ontario's Big Year - 2017. Join HNC's Bird Study Group as they welcome Jeremy Bensette
who will talk about the interesting birds that visited Ontario in 2017. More info on page 56. All welcome. Meet & greet at 7 p.m.
Contact Bruce, BSG Director kintail52@gmail.com for more information. Burlington Seniors' Centre, 2285 New St, Burlington.
24 November (Saturday) Dundas Important Bird Area (IBA) Survey. This will be the second of what we hope to be many IBA
surveys. An IBA Survey is a bird count that will be focused on habitat within the IBA (covering Dundas Valley & Cootes Paradise),
at varying times of the year. Over the course of a few years, it is hoped we will gain knowledge of bird populations throughout
the year within the IBA. If interested in participating, please contact Rob Porter at rob@inpictures.ca.
25 November (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South
Shore, meet at the Aviary parking lot, Oak Knoll Drive, Hamilton. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-5271158 ext. 404.
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2 December (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie Valley,
meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
3 December (Monday) 7:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. BSG - The Famous Magical Mystical Bird Quiz. Want to test your bird identification
skills or be awed by the experts? Join HNC Bird Study Group as they present skilled birder, author and international traveller
David Brewer as he brings us pictures of mystery birds and talks about their distinguishing features. Prizes for the winners. Bring
Christmas treats to share. Contact Bruce kintail52@gmail.com for more info. Burlington Seniors' Centre, 2285 New St, Burlington
8 December (Saturday) 8:00 p.m. The Hamilton Association - Secrets from Stellar Nurseries: The Early Lives of Star Clusters.
Speaker Alison Sills. We know that stars are born out of large clouds of gas and dust. Most stars are born in groups. But what
happens next? Do siblings stick together, moving through the universe together all their lives or do they disperse and move out
of their birth neighbourhood as soon as they can? Using a combination of observations and simulations, this talk explores what
we know about the early evolution of star clusters. Dr. Alison Sills is Professor of Physics & Astronomy at McMaster University. At
Room 1A1 of McMaster University's Ewart Angus Centre (EAC). The Ewart Angus Centre is an area in the north-west (left-rear)
corner of the McMaster Children's Hospital on Main Street West.
9 December (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
10 December (Monday) 7:30 p.m. HNC Monthly Meeting - The Roots Grow Deep: Trees, Heritage and Conservation. Speaker:
David Galbraith. While we often think of cultural heritage and natural heritage as separate topics, they share something very
important. They are all about the stories we can tell based on the environment around us. Whether we are telling stories about
our own history or that of nature, these stories become richer and deeper when we can bring into them direct evidence of the
past. Trees can be considered as essential components of both the natural and cultural heritage of an area. We’ll see what stories
we can tell about trees in our area, combining the fields of natural and cultural heritage to seek a deeper understanding of the
importance of nature in urban areas. David is Head of Science at the RBG. He studied wildlife biology at Guelph and Queen’s
universities, completing his doctoral dissertation on ecology of Snapping Turtles and Wood Turtles. He joined RBG in 1995 and
in 2006 was appointed head of the science department, overseeing the library, archives, and herbarium, and research staff. He
was named Hamilton Environmentalist of the Year in 2010.
16 December (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes North Shore, meet at the
Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
21 December (Friday) 7 to 9 p.m. RBG - Family Solstice Celebration at Nature Interpretive Centre - Kids and Families. Come on
a guided hike through the woods at night, and then join us by a roaring bonfire to welcome the sun back and share stories that
explore the turning of the season. It’s the first day of winter and the shortest day of the year but after December 21, the days do
begin to get longer – and that’s worth celebrating. Fee: $10 Child (4 to 12 years), Free child (3 and under), $15 Adult.
23 December (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike. Cootes South Shore, meet at the
Aviary parking lot, Oak Knoll Drive, Hamilton. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
26 December (Wednesday) Boxing Day. HNC - 98th Annual Hamilton Christmas Bird Count. The 98th Count! Selected sites in
the Hamilton Study Area. Please contact Rob Porter to register rob@inpictures.ca.
2 January (Wednesday) 2019 HNC - 4th Annual Peach Tree Christmas Bird Count. Covers the western section of the Niagara
Peninsula and the eastern portion of the HSA, from Fifty Point down to Caistorville and over to Stoney Creek. Contact Bruce
Mackenzie at kintail52@gmail.com.
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Member Profile – Alexander (Sandy) Darling
by Bill Lamond

A

lexander (Sandy) Darling is an active HNC member.
Although he only joined the Club in 2005 after returning
from Cairo (more on that) in 2004, he has made significant
contributions to the Club.
He was born in the north of England and grew up on Teesside, on
the “wrong side of the heavy industry”. His home community had
the second highest dust-fall in the world after a place in the Ruhr
Valley. His family had two dust collectors in the “garden” that
were used for measurements each month. As a result, there were
few birds, but surprisingly there is now a nature reserve there
now, about two miles from where he grew up. The nature reserve,
called Saltholme, is run by the Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds.
He obtained a Chemistry degree from the University of London
and started his career in university administration in London
before moving to Edmonton in 1967. As a young man his hobbies
were gardening, cricket, cross-country skiing and singing.
Sandy has sung with various choirs and with the choruses of
both the Edmonton and Hamilton Opera societies. Singing was
obviously very imprtant to Sandy, as he met his wife Jeni through
singing in Edmonton, where they wed in 1971. They have three
children who have successful careers. Their older daughter is
the Director of the Midwifery program at McMaster, their son
heads the mediation and adjudication process of the province’s
condominium authority (he and his wife were keen birders until
their two boys came along), and their younger daughter has
taught High School science, but is currently raising three young
boys, including twins.
In 1974 they moved to their current house at Rock Chapel, which
sits on the escarpment with about an acre of land. It was this
location that provided the “spark” that really got Sandy into birds.
They soon discovered that there were many birds on the property,
especially during migration so they soon got a second pair of
binoculars. One vivid memory is of a spring day soon after they
had moved to Rock Chapel, when Sandy saw a flock of about ten
Cape May Warblers in a cherry tree while he mowed the grass.
But it was Jeni who encouraged the bird-watching; she wanted to
make sure that they had something to do outside work, and it is
something that they continue to share.
Sandy and Jeni often walked the Escarpment Trail to Borer’s
Falls and back on many evenings. This walk was very relaxing
and helped ease the stress after they were both promoted to very
demanding jobs in 1988 (Vice-President of Administration at
McMaster for Sandy and head of speech language pathologists
at Wentworth School Board for Jeni). Walking the escarpment
meant that so many of the “neck-challenging” birds were at eyelevel in tree tops below the escarpment.
During the 1990s, Sandy and Jeni often went to Beamer for the
hawk migration, and for Sandy it was at Beamer he discovered
his passion for hawk-watching. By 2008 he was an avid
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hawkwatch counter at Beamer and
soon thereafter became editor of the
newsletter of the Niagara Peninsula
Hawkwatch. Although not officially a
part of the HNC, I consider the NPH
to be a branch of the HNC, as it was
started by HNC members, is within
the HSA, and many of the volunteers
and visitors are HNC people.

Sandy and Jeni Darling
at Toronto, 8 October
2018 - photo Ruth Hurst.

In 2000, Sandy moved to Cairo
for a five-year stint at The American University In Cairo. By
happenstance, the President of the university, his boss, was an
avid birder, who helped and encouraged the many trips Sandy
and Jeni made into Africa, Asia and Europe. Sandy was able to
hawkwatch there too, and at a much more impressive scale, as
about 80,000 raptors use the Red Sea flyway each year compared
to the 15,000 at Beamer. After they moved back to Dundas in
September 2004 they continued to make international trips; the
time in Cairo had ingrained international birding into their blood.
However, although birding was the major focus, they always tried
to build in time to learn about the culture of the places visited.
And these visits have often added knowledge to the avian fauna
in these countries. For example, Sandy and Jeni observed young
Long-eared Owls in Cairo and provided the first documentation
of breeding in Egypt — Darling, A. 2005. Long-eared Owls Asio
otus breeding in Cairo. African Bird Club Bulletin, 12(1) pp
42-43. Also on a trip to Jamaica in 2014, Sandy photographed a
juvenile Spotted Rail providing the first photographic evidence of
breeding for that species in Jamaica – History of the Spotted Rail
in Jamaica with first photographic documentation of breeding:
Graves G., Turland V. and C. Levy 2015. The Journal of Caribbean
Ornithology Vol 28: 11-14.
It was after a trip to South Africa where they saw 375 species (300
lifers) that Sandy decided to buy a camera. “I would say that I am
still a birder who takes photos rather than a bird photographer. I
want to look at a bird closely and observe its flight and behavior
– then I think, “Oh! I should take a photo.”
Sandy has given several presentations to the Bird Studies Group
about international birding. The main ones have been Birding
in Africa, Birds of South America, Birding in Australia, and
Madagascar: A World Apart (the most recent, in April 2018).
Sandy has written two articles for the Wood Duck: "Highlights
from Trips to Australia and Ghana" (Vol 69 Wood Duck "In the
Summer") and "International Birding: Where to Start and What
to Do?" (Vol 71 Wood Duck "In the Summer"). And Sandy has
participated in many Hamilton Christmas Bird Counts and several
Alan Wormington Fall Counts. As previously stated, Sandy has
been a volunteer at NPH since 2008 and typically is the official
counter 9-10 times per year in addition to his casual visits during
the season. It is a rite of spring for Sandy and, as he is there each
(continued on page 66)
week, he sees lots of
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Those Wicked Wildflowers
by Ronald Bayne

S

pring has passed, and autumn is beginning. Wildflowers
abound at the side of country roads and even in some empty
lots in town. There is a ‘backlot’ in Dundas between the four
condos on Creekside Drive and Spencer Creek. The soil is clay,
and may even be toxic from the munitions plant that was located
here during the second World War. I reported on my efforts to
“improve” this area in the Wood Duck (Pollinator Problems and
Bird Blunders Vol. 71 No.3). Here is an update.
The lot is full of wildflowers and they produce a succession of
bloom from spring to winter. First there is St John`s Wort and
a few violets and dandelions. Then come thistles, Oxeye Daisy
and then Queen Anne's Lace and pale blue Chicory with clover
and vetch. Goldenrods follow and then asters. Some people
wrongly thought goldenrod caused hay fever but were eventually
discouraged by others from mowing them down. Yet there are
some bare areas that could be occupied by other wildflowers,
so as I drove along country roads with a large fork and spade
and a big bag in the trunk I scanned the hedgerows looking for
candidates. Of course I avoided private properties so I could not
be accused of stealing weeds.

condo looking out across Spencer Creek
south-west towards the horizon. The sun is
setting in bright pink, pulling the clouds over
itself like a thin blanket. The creek is rushing
noisily over the stones and the impediments
Ronald Bayne
at bestowing of
left by humans, fallen cement walls and
Honorary DSc
other debris. Another noise is the rumble degree at McMaster
of a train pulling up the grade as it moves - 19 May 2006.
west from Hamilton. The track follows the path left by ambitious
pioneers, and the trails of the indigenous peoples who lived here
for centuries. Late life and retirement provide me the opportunity
to link memory with speculation, to ask when where and why
knowing that it doesn`t matter if one gets it wrong.
Above is the escarpment, layers of sedimentary stone containing
the fossil remains of animals and plants that lived for millennia
under the great sea that occupied the centre of the continent. Our
plants now benefit from the nitrogen held there. Then the land rose,
and the water flowed south and north- east to the oceans leaving
the Great Lakes and rivers, and then relatively recently jagged
cliffs where the land fractured as
it rose. The force that caused this
rise still lies beneath, under a plate
of granite that now lies deep below
the surface of the western prairies.
The plate slopes above the surface
in northern Canada forming the
Canadian Shield. The volcanic force
still rumbles and shudders and a
few years ago caused the steeple of
a church in Hamilton to fall on the
lawn beside the church.

One might think that wildflowers
are “weeds” and will grow anywhere.
Not so! Unlike hybrids that do as
they are told, wildflowers have a will
of their own. They may be growing
well in one place but another chosen
by me may not suit at all. I may plant
them with nice planter soil, but they
find it foreign. I try to include the
soil around their roots, even when it
is clay and road gravel, so as to keep
Here the sun is hot and the climate
the fungus (mycorrhiza) in it intact.
is getting hotter. Yet science tells
Some plants survive. For instance,
us that in fact the sun is fading
I put Bouncing Bet (sounds wild!)
View from Ronald Bayne's Dundas balcony on 18 August 2018 and in a few billions of years it
in a shady area under trees and she
photo Ronald Bayne.
will blow up and die, becoming a
is fine. But digging up milkweed
is a major challenge as the roots go very deep and then travel dwarf, floating with a myriad of other dead stars and debris. To
horizontally to form a new plant at a distance…..difficult to get learn more a rocket has just been fired towards the sun carrying
enough root. I planted the fluffy seeds in a planter to start, no instruments well shielded against the great heat. It will loop twice
luck. I got some plants from the pollinator project, they promptly around Venus to gain speed and will send back information in
died. Yet some orange Day Lilies have done well producing fat a few years. Of course, there are millions of suns like ours and
maybe even some planets where a spark of energy complicit with
buds, which unfortunately a visiting doe and her fawns enjoy.
some carbon atoms has produced life.
Spurred by foolish ambition, I also planted some small shrubs,
ninebark and cotoneaster which look nice, and some berry bushes So, I dream on, but returning to this earth and time I realize I
for the birds, gooseberry, chokecherry, and serviceberry. The deer am but a speck in the eye of space. Perhaps my lovely wife and
have ignored them so far. Readers may ridicule my efforts but, as partner who has predeceased me is even now gazing down with
the poet Thomas Gray says “Where ignorance is bliss, `tis folly to amusement from out there. Or she may be reincarnated and is that
little bird at the feeder trying to satisfy that row of young on the
be wise”.
branch, mouths open and little wings fluttering. If it is my wife I
addendum....to my life
know soon she will be getting ready to fly to warmer climes.
After a day of digging and watering I sit on the balcony of the
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Lake Superior Splash Zone Amphibian Breeding Pools
by Bruce Mackenzie and Laurie Mackenzie

W

hile recently visiting Neys Provincial Park at the end of
August 2018 we came across ponds or pools in what might
be called the splash zone of the northern shore of Lake Superior.
If one was on the west coast of British Columbia, you would
call these small waterbodies tidal pools. Tidal pools and the life
in them are in a distinct ecological zone. In the tidal pools you
will find anemones, starfish, mollusks and many other groups of
species.

see amphibians seeking out vernal pools in forested areas for
breeding. In the northern boreal forest vernal pools certainly
exist but, in some areas, depending upon micro geography and
soils vernal pools may not be common. In the northern forest
the depressions which would be normally suitable pools in the
southern tiers may be filled with moss and associated plants. That
is certainly one of the most noticeable differences between the
north and southern parts of Ontario. The north has a prolific
growth of thick moss and bog like plants growing on the forest
floor. If there is standing shallow water, there is likely a thick layer
of moss.

Splash zone breeding pool at Neys Provincial Park - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

Typical boreal forest floor scene at Neys Provincial Park - photo Bruce
Mackenzie.

Along fresh-water shorelines we may find pools in depressions
in the bare bedrock at shore, but they are generally not abundant
with life forms. Usually you might find aquatic insects, snails and
freshwater shrimp. Fresh-water pools are not refreshed with tidal
water daily and may dry out after awhile. In most areas the wave
action is not large enough or constant enough to replenish the
water with wave splash to replace the water lost by evaporation in
these shallow depressions. Generally, these shallow depressions
can heat up quickly in the sun and the warming increases the rate
of evaporation.
Neys Provincial Park is located at the northern part of Lake
Superior about 20 km west of Marathon, Ontario. The shoreline
is either beach or scoured bedrock of the Precambrian Shield.
Along the rocky shore there are plenty of depressions that can
be filled with rain water and/or splash from the waves hitting
the rocky shore or a combination of both. One of the pools we
came across was large enough to be suitable for spring amphibian
breeding and close enough to shore to receive water from the
splash of waves during high onshore wind events and from rain
water. We were fortunate to see a movement in the water and with
a closer look we found a couple of creatures that turned out to be
larvae of the Blue-spotted Salamander, Ambystoma laterale.
The park naturalist informed us that these pools are important
breeding areas for the local amphibians and at night they are
the spot to hear nature’s spring symphonies. In many areas we
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On the bare bedrock near the shoreline which is exposed to full
sun, unabated wind and surf spray, the mosses have not filled the
ponds. Leaving them to remain open and suitable for amphibian
breeding. The splash zone is easily seen by a line where dense
vegetation stops. The frequent splash, ice action, wind and sun
act together to keep soil from accumulating and a carpet of plants
from encroaching close to the water’s edge.

Blue-spotted Salamander larvae in spash pool at Neys Provincial Park photo Bruce Mackenzie.

In the area Spring Peepers and Wood Frogs are also found and
make good use of
(continued on page 71)
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You Have to Have Stones
by Bruce Mackenzie

T

here is not a single tree species that has evolved to start life in
a mixture of disturbed subsoils and the baking sun.

Trees have evolved to have their seeds dispersed and fall onto
soils that have been prepared for thousands of years by nature.
The soils of our forests are organic mixtures of decaying organic
matter and inorganic materials all mixed together in a stew of
soil living organisms that together create the ecosystem that we
know as soil. The fungi, bacteria, protozoa, larger invertebrates
and vertebrates and most importantly plants all have worked
together to concoct an incredible environment for the roots of
trees and smaller plants. Some trees have evolved for their seeds
to take advantage of disturbed environments such as the bare
mineral soils after a fire or a flood. Most trees find themselves
regenerating in the shadow of their kin and associated species.
Today, we continue to see resources wasted by private interests
and public agencies attempting to plant trees in our urban areas
in poor soils and hostile environments. With our disappearing
green spaces in and around our urban areas and increasing
challenges with climate change and suffering air quality we need
as many healthy native trees and associated flora as we can make
space for.
Today we plant trees and watch others plant trees in urban areas.
We see so many of them fail and whither in the sun. Why? First
and foremost is the way the tree is treated during the planting
process. Most trees that are planted in urban areas are grown in
commercial nurseries. These nurseries are almost always located
in sandy soil or areas with extremely good and deep topsoil.
These soils allow water, air and nutrients to flow through the soil
to percolate down to the roots. The trees are planted from seed
or grown from small saplings that have been raised from seeds in
other nurseries.
Most land owners or contractors plant trees that are too big and
too often the wrong species for the area. For some reason, there
seems to be a desire to buy a tree as big as the budget can afford.
This is unfortunate for the bigger the tree that is transplanted the
more likely it is not likely to survive the transplanting process.
Sometimes the price on bigger trees may seem like a good
bargain because the nursery has found that the tree has grown
bigger than what the prime retail market wants and they want to
clear inventory before it is just too big.
In almost every modern development the original top soil has
been stripped. The subsoil has been brought to the surface and
spread from depths of two meters or more to make way for
basements or road bases. Over the subsoil a shallow layer of
what is portrayed as top soil is laid over the extracted subsoils
to a depth of about 10 cm. The so called top soil is most likely
not even from the work site. It has likely been trucked in from
another location or wholesaler.
This all creates an environment hardly suitable for sod let
alone a tree. These soils do not have that vast collection of soil
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life forms that really make soils
suitable for growing plants let
alone transplanted trees. To add
to the problem the soil profile that
the tree is being planted in is totally
reversed and scrambled.

Bruce Mackenzie from Earth

Day Hometown Heroes
Most trees that are purchased have
website 2017.
been dug out of the ground at the
nursery and have had numerous important roots cut if you are
buying “balled” trees. The length of time that they have been
stored in inventory under poor conditions will also affect survival.

The nursery and their growing practices are very important.
To grow our urban forests and to enhance our properties we can
be smarter about how we plant trees. First, we need to imitate the
soils that the trees grow best in. To do this we need stones.

How to plant a tree with the help of stones.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

Select a native species that fits the situation.
Buy trees from nurseries that specialize in native species.
Start with a smaller tree. They have better survival rates.
In a few years they will be bigger than the big ones that you
might normally want to buy if planted properly. When large
trees are planted, if they survive, they can stop growing or
grow very slowly in their new found hostile environment.
The best size of tree to plant is one about 1 to 2 m high.
Most trees of this size can be purchased in pots that the trees
have been grown in.
Dig a hole at least three times the width of the pot and the
hole should be as deep as the pot. If the pot is 20 cm then the
hole needs to be 60 cm wide. Dispose of all of the dirt from
the hole and any sod that was removed.
Place the tree in the hole. The depth of the hole is important.
The base of the tree (trunk soil interface should be about
level with the general ground level or just a little bit below.
Mix a good top soil with sand. Sand should be at least 25% of
the mixture. Beach sand works great. The top soil is best if it
has a good organic component.
Place the topsoil/sand mixture into the hole around the tree
to fill the hole half way up. For the top half of the hole slope
the soil up to the top of the soil that came with the tree in a
cone shape. (See diagram.) Pack the soil with your hands not
with the weight of your foot. Best not to be too compacted.
Fill in the top half of the hole around the tree with round
stones, washed river rock, that are about 2.5 to 4 cm in
diameter. Bring the level of stones above the soil that the
tree came in by about 5 cm to 7.5 cm. From the surface you
should see just the tree surrounded by the round stones. Do
Not Use gravel.
Water until the hole overflows.
Place a mouse guard at least 60 cm high around the tree to
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protect it from mice and rabbits feeding on the bark during
the winter.
13. Water regularly.

Why Stones?
Using round stones around the tree allows water to freely flow
into the ground around the tree. A 45 liter pail of round stones
allows an amazing 17.5 liter of water into the air spaces between
the stones. The stones allow the water to drain down into the
new soil immediately preventing run off and greatly reducing
evaporation. The new soil of course also absorbs some water as
well as the original soils on the sides.
Using a circle of stones allows rain water to drain immediately
into the soil around the roots. Also, when you do water the
tree it allows a huge amount of water to be held in this “natural
container” with no run off. Air flows through the stones and can
mix with the good soil. The sand allows the soil to keep loose
so that water and air can flow into the soil around the tree. The
stones keep weeds from growing around the trees. Stones and the
lack of grass and weeds mean that weed whippers do not need to
be used near the trees. The circle of stones reduces the need to
mow close to the tree and thus reduces physical injury to the tree
from poor mower operators.
The stones keep the soil under them cooler by keeping direct
sunlight off of the soil and the soil will stay cooler.
Over time the air spaces will start to fill with organic material
that collects over the years but in the meantime the new tree has
been able to establish its roots into the soil mixture and a healthy
vibrant tree will grow roots into the surrounding poor soil.
Compare with how many trees are planted today. They are put in
a hole too small for proper root growth and the poor soil that was
dug out is usually put back into the small space between the sides
of the hole and the soil around the tree roots. Then the excess soil
is usually piled up around the tree to actually create a dome that

(continued from page 62)

other birds arrive over the two-and-a-half-month Beamer season
so he gets to see the full migration of many species. Being editor of
the semi-annual NPH newsletter has encouraged him to read other
publications to get ideas on what to seek out for the newsletter.
Sandy also has memberships in the American Birding Association
and the African Bird Club. Sandy states that “preserving bird
habitat in Africa depends on showing that ecotourism can
provide jobs and helps the economy, and the club supports and
funds conservation projects so maintaining a membership is a
small part that I can play. In international trips we try to use
local guides so that the money we spend will stay in the country”.
Sandy is currently retired but obviously active. He and Jeni attend
the cathedral of the Anglican Church on James St N and for ten
years coordinated tours for which he prepared photographic and
information materials. During some of the special services he takes
“action” shots of those who are receiving awards or being confirmed,
using the same photo speed and repeat function that he uses for
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forces any water away from the tree. Quite often a dome of mulch
is piled around the tree. Again, this forces water to drain away from
the tree. Mulch does act to keep the soil cooler and if it is placed
in a donut shape around the tree it will help to hold water closer to
the tree but it does nothing to assist water in penetrating the soil.
Mulching usually causes water to run off and evaporate.
Is this more expensive in the short run to plant trees this way?
Maybe yes? You pay more for labour to plant the tree but less for
the tree by planting a smaller tree. In the long run, definitely not.
You are planting a tree to last a hundred years so you should not be
in a race. A little care at the beginning will allow your tree a good
chance to survive the transplanting process and grow. Top soil and
washed river rock is not expensive. The biggest expense is simply
removing and disposing of the poor soil that came out of the hole.

Some helpful hints:
Only plant native trees suitable for the area and specific site.
Plant trees in the fall if you have a choice. In the late summer and
fall the soils are warmer and are entering a wetter period. Planting
in the spring could be just before a dry season begins. Ouch! If
you are doing spring plantings make sure water is accessible.
Avoid summer plantings.
If you feel you need to place stakes adjacent to the tree to secure it
in winds use binder twine or cotton string to tie up the tree. The
twine or string should go through a short section of rubber hose
that is in contact with the tree to preventing cutting of the bark
by the string. It will rot and by the time it does the tree should no
longer need assistance to stand up straight in winds. Far too often
trees are found tied up with wire and it is no surprise they die
when no one comes back to cut the wire off. If the tree survives it
will eventually be strangled by the wire.
Remember that trees did not evolve with the concept of transplanting
in mind. What can you do to soften this very unnatural and stressful
event for them? A little proper care in the first day can lead to an
investment that will last a century or more.

birds – people don’t move as fast, so it’s easier to get good shots.
I asked Sandy about his favorite places but he is disinclined to list
any. He states, “I go to different places at different times of the
year, and I avoid places like Grindstone Creek on weekends when
the place will be overrun. We in this area are blessed by having
access to the amenities of cities and easy access to natural areas
that are incredibly diverse and beautiful. We are also blessed by
people who volunteer so much, to share information and to create
and enhance places, an example being the Grimsby Wetland,
where a few dedicated people have created a great facility”.
Like many birders (most?) Sandy has lists. However, he laments
those who are obsessive about building big lists, and in extreme
cases not wanting to see a species already seen. In Sandy’s view, the
birds then become commodities and there is a temptation to count
something even if the view is less than adequate. He thinks that
one should take the time, and see birds again and again, so that one
can learn behaviour and identify similar species more easily.
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Mothing Night in the Dundas Valley
by Bill Lamond

O

n 4 July of this year the HNC held another mothing night.
The last few mothing events, which I have always led, have
been held at the Hyde Tract in Flamborough but I thought I
would vary this a bit and hold it in the Dundas Valley. The end
of Lions Club Road near the Merrick Orchard seemed to be a
good place for this (I didn’t notice the “area closed after dark”
signs until it was too late). The hike or rather event (I hesitate to
call something like this a hike where by the end of the night you
might have walked 100 metres!) was to begin at 9:30, but at a
date this close to the summer solstice, it really does not get dark
enough to attract moths until almost 10 p.m. However, I thought
it would be better to have people arrive when there was still a bit
of light to orient themselves.
I arrived early by 8:45 as I had
to determine a good place to
set up the sheet and black
light, and then assemble it all
while I still had enough light
to see what I was doing. Of
course, you can always use
flashlights, but it is so much
easier when you’ve got both Promethea Moth - photo Bonnie Kinder.
hands free. I found a great
spot across a laneway where the sheet would be visible across a
meadow to the forest edge in the distance. You always speculate
that you want moths from a long distance away to be able to see
the light to be attracted to it. Frustratingly the one rope on my
sheet was about two feet too short to tie to the only two trees in
this spot that would make it happen. Fortunately, I was tying up
to an old-growth Sugar Maple that had large sections of bark that
were starting to detach from the tree. Amazingly, despite the great
amount of torque from this long rope, the bark was firm enough
that I could bind the cord rope into the bark; I was keeping my
fingers crossed that it would hold.
Shortly after I was set up, I noticed a very large Brown Snake
coiled up on the path right beside the sheet. I was surprised that
I had not stepped on it and initially I thought I had as the snake
was incredibly docile when I picked it up. I examined the snake
but could see no lesions at all and assumed I was lucky I had
not stepped on it. Participants were not to arrive for 20 minutes
and I wanted to show them this great specimen, so docile. I had
nothing to put the snake in and then I realized I could put it in
one of the many zip-up pockets on my back-pack. That’ll work.
Boy that snake sure became anything but docile when I tried to
put it in that pocket. There was no way it was going in. I gave up
and let it go.
I never get a lot of people out to these moth nights which is a
good thing really as there is not a lot of room for many people
to crowd around the sheet. Most moths are on the side with the
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light, but an appreciable number end up on the
“dark side” and with people going back and forth
from one side to the other, it can get pretty cramped
with more than about 10 participants especially
with keen ones. There were about five participants
as darkness descended, and before any moths
appeared, someone noticed a dragonfly flying low
over the ground around one of the parked cars. Of
course, I had my net with me so I attempted to net it
which I did. Not surprisingly based on behaviour, Bill Lamond at
Little Current,
time of day and habitat (nearby streams) it was a Manitoulin
Fawn Darner – a life dragonfly for a few of the Island, 27 May
participants and photos were eagerly sought. A 2018 - photo
Bob Curry.
couple of late cars arrived in due course and we
ended up with 10 plus me. A good number.
The moths eventually came in in a
gradual fashion, and then things picked
up in the first hour of real darkness
(after 10). There were some real keen
photographers present and there was
much shuttling between the front side
and the back side as new discoveries
came to light. Of course people had to
negotiate the rope that was suspending
the sheet when they went from front to
back and some of the taller members
Fawn Darner - photo
would hit their head on the rope
Chris Cheatle.
despite me cautioning people about
this hazard; I had visions of the rope being jarred out of the bark
crevice and ending the night prematurely.

Clockwise from upper left - Banded Tussock Moth - photo Joanne Redwood;
Beautiful Wood-Nymph and Crocus Geometer - both photos Bonnie Kinder;
Three-lined Balsa - photo Chris Cheatle.

The highlight moth-wise was certainly the female Promethea
Moth that came in, settled quickly, and never left. It is an
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Yellow-shouldered Slug Moth - photo Bonnie Kinder.

uncommon moth and I was thinking I have only seen males
before that you can sometimes see flying by daylight in pursuit
of a “calling” female [think pheromones]. Perhaps it is a good
year for this species as some readers may recall that a photo of
a female Promethea Moth, at Westfield Heritage Village, graced
the cover of the September Wood Duck. I wasn’t sure if I had a
female in my moth collection. No matter; it was a lovely, perfect
specimen, and it was in no danger as my collecting days are long
past. I did check my collection when I got home to confirm what I
thought but I did find that I had collected a female in “Michigan”
in July 1994. I forgot I had collected it at a rest stop on I-75 when
Alan Wormington, Bob Curry and I were driving through the
night to get to northern Ontario.

Clockwise from top left - Confused Eusarca and Yellow Underwing both photos Bonnie Kinder; Stonefly sp. - photo Chris Cheatle; Virgin
Tiger Moth - photo Bonnie Kinder.

And it is not only moths that come to the sheet. Many flies, midges,
beetles, and other assorted insect groups come to the sheet. The
most exciting non-moth sighting of the night was a large carrion
beetle called Roundneck Sexton Beetle (Nicrophorus orbicollis)
which was pretty neat. It was covered in mites as the front cover
photo shows. The mites are not parasites of the beetle but are
associated with carrion and hitch a ride to the next meal on the
back of the beetle.
All in all, a good night.

Moth List for Dundas Valley – 9 July 2018

Clockwise from top left - Plume moth sp. - photo Bonnie Kinder; Basswood
Leafroller Moth - photo Joanne Redwood; Painted Lichen Moth and
Hairnet Acleris - both photos Chris Cheatle.

Other moths seen that were group favourites were Beautiful
Wood-Nymph, Painted Lichen Moth, Yellow Underwing, Ruby
Tiger Moth, Virgin Tiger Moth, and Crocus Geometer. All
totaled, we identified 33 species of moth and there were probably
about 10 other small species, such as plume moths, tortricids, and
pyralids that we did not identify to the species level.
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Yellow-shouldered Slug
Moth
Hairnet Acleris
Oblique-banded Leafroller
Moth
Basswood Leafroller Moth
Sparganothis Fruitworm Moth
Bold-feathered Grass Moth
Common Eupithacea
Three-spotted Filip
Elm Spanworm Moth
Snowy Geomter
Confused Eusarca
Crocus Geometer
Sharp-angled Carpet
Many-lined Carpet
Single-dotted Wave

Pale-winged Gray
Sharp-lined Plagodis
Promethea Moth
Gypsy Moth
Painted Lichen Moth
Virgin Tiger Moth
Ruby Tiger Moth
Isabella Tiger Moth
Banded Tussock Moth
Glossy Black Idia
Common Idia
Common Fungus Moth
Three-lined Balsa
Beautiful Wood-Nymph
Ipsilon Dart
Greater Black Letter Dart
Yellow Underwing
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Plants and Archeology in Ontario: A 5,000 Year History of Plant Use
by Lou Mitton

A

t the September monthly meeting, HNC
member Rudy Fecteau showed us the
connection between plants and archaeology
through his work as an ethnobotanist, covering
Lou Mitton - 18
5,000 years of plant use in our area. Rudy is
Aug 2018 one of the few specialists with experience in Courtcliffe Park
- photo Bronwen
this field.
Tregunno.

The usual dimensions in archaeology that anchor a culture in
time and space include stone tools, ceramics, and settlement
patterns such as how many people lived in an area, how large
was their village. In archeobotanay, identification of different

Slide #2 of Powerpoint presentation to Hamilton Naturalists' Club
by Rudy Fectaeu.

species is made from carbonized plant remains, which allows us
to determine which plants were used for food, fuel, decoration,
medicine, and construction.

and labelled, then taken to the laboratory
(“The Dungeon”) for identification under
the microscope.
The first cultivated plant in Ontario was
maize, which arrived around the 5th
Rudy Fecteau
from McMaster
century. Other cultivated plants included
University website.
bean, squash, sunflower and tobacco, which
followed in the 10th to 12th centuries. Other common finds
are wild rice, berries, greens, nuts, and wood. Rudy’s work has
great relevance to First Nations people, and he has had many
opportunities to work with them and share botany stories.

Slide #6 of Powerpoint presentation to Hamilton Naturalists' Club by
Rudy Fectaeu.

Slide #9 of Powerpoint presentation to Hamilton Naturalists' Club
by Rudy Fectaeu.
Slide #4 of Powerpoint presentation to Hamilton
Naturalists' Club by Rudy Fecteau.

Most plants are collected by water separation. The small seeds
and charcoal that the archaeologist is looking for will float when a
soil sample is immersed in water. The material is collected, dried,
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Many thanks to Rudy for a very informative evening.
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Celebrating Trees Please
by Carolyn Zanchetta

T

hree years, six neighbourhoods, 5,700 trees inventoried,
countless kilometres covered. Trees Please is wrapping up
this autumn, but with the Urban Forest Strategy now underway
in Hamilton, the legacy of this project will continue to make
change in the city.
This year, Trees Please focused on the North End neighbourhood
and the Sherman Hub. The North End is bounded by the rail tracks
to the south, the harbour to the north and west, and Wellington
Street to the east. The air quality in this neighbourhood is
influenced by adjacent industry in the northeast, as well as by
the nearby 403 and an active railway. The neighbourhood has
also seen a great deal of change with the revitalisation of the
waterfront, and much more evolution is already underway. The
Sherman Hub is comprised of the Gibson, Stipley, St. Clair, and
Blakely neighbourhoods, extending from Wentworth to Gage,
and from the Escarpment to the rail tracks. The hub is transected
by several major roads, including Barton, Cannon, King, and
Main Streets, leading to heavy traffic use throughout. To the
north, the industrial area affects many residents, with homes
steps away from industry around the Lucy Day Park area. Tim
Hortons Field attracts a lot of visitors to the neighbourhood.

resilient urban canopy in the
face of climate change.
This project thrived with
the tireless efforts of our
dedicated volunteers. Drawn
Zanchetta at Waterton Lakes
in by a love of trees and desire Carolyn- photo
Dinyar Minocher
to learn more, volunteers
joined us as we covered each of our six neighbourhoods over
three years. Together we honed tree identification skills, assessed
air quality issues, and got a deep understanding of the particular
challenges in each neighbourhood. From students interested
in learning how to measure trees, to local parents concerned
about their neighbourhood’s air quality, to folks simply intrigued
by our urban forest close to home, our volunteers came from
many backgrounds and priorities. One of our most dedicated
volunteers, Jeff, came out almost every week to inventory with
us in both neighbourhoods! We appreciated every single person
who came out to measure trees and see what Trees Please was all
about!

Tree walk in Eastwood Park - photo Carolyn Zanchetta.

Jeff planting trees at Windermere Basin - photo Juby Lee.

With the help of outstanding volunteers, we inventoried one
thousand trees per neighbourhood. The trees measured in
the North End are contributing $45,158 of ecosystem services
and removing 279,062 pounds of carbon dioxide annually. In
Sherman, the benefits are valued at $47,234 and 299,280 pounds
of CO2 removed. Littleleaf Lindens, Norway Maples, Honey
Locusts, and Freeman Maples dominated, but many interesting
and unique species were also encountered throughout the parks
and private trees surveyed. We particularly love seeing Kentucky
Coffee Trees across the city with their thick bean pods and unique
bi-pinnately compound leaves – the largest of any native species
in Canada. The City Forestry department is diversifying their
selections as we all push for more native species, and for a more
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We thank our numerous volunteers for their time and effort over
the three years of the Trees Please project. You have made a
difference in the city and we look forward to working together to
improve Hamilton’s urban forest.
Trees Please is a project of Environment Hamilton and the
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, generously supported by the Ontario
Trillium Foundation.
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(continued from page 64)

these pools. It may
only be along shores of the Great Lakes especially the larger
northern ones, that splash zones for amphibian breeding can
occur. Lakes smaller than the Great Lakes simply will not have
the size to allow for large waves to generate enough splash and
spray to keep the near shore ponds full. The southern Great Lakes
are generally smaller, have limited areas with suitable bedrock to
form pools and have a warmer climate that would likely cause too
much evaporation for the ponds to remain full long enough for
successful amphibian breeding.
On the shores of Lake Superior, the presence of large waves is
more common, the bedrock geology lends itself to depressions of
all sizes, and the cooler climate results in less evaporation. These
factors can provide just the right combination of factors to create
suitable splash zone pools. Now not all pools will be suitable for
amphibian breeding, but some with just the right combination of
factors can be.

HSA Nature Note — Northern
Watersnake and Green Frog
I was birding the Cherry Hill transect for the RBG
Long Watch this morning (6 September 2018). Along
the South Bridle Path, by the water, I heard a repeated
'croaking' sound. It was a Green Frog and it was already
in the grip of a Northern Watersnake. It was fascinating
to watch although I couldn't help but be sympathetic to
the plight of the unfortunate frog – Barry Coombs.

It was noticed that the salamander larvae here were smaller and
not as fully developed as the same larvae found in more southern
climes would be at this time of year. This is likely a result of a later
spring thus later egg laying dates and cooler water. Before freeze
up, and preferably sooner, the larvae need to develop their lungs
fully and leave the pools for life on the forest floor.*
Visiting different biomes, geology and climates always provides
naturalists with the possibility of finding new and unexpected
stories to witness.
*Ed: Based on some published studies, it is generally assumed
that Blue-spotted Salamanders are not freeze-tolerant. However,
this species occurs in Labrador about 150 km north of Goose
Bay (!!!) in an area of sporadic permafrost. It is hard to imagine
that this species could occur in this area and not be subjected
to routine freezing temperatures in the winter. Logically it must
be frost-tolerant. This may also be the case with the larva in the
splash pools at Neys P.P. It is quite possible that many of the
larva do not have enough time to transform in a single season
and therefore would overwinter in a “block of ice” in the splash
pools. There is much that we still do not know about the winter
survival of several amphibian species.

Northern Watersnake catching and devouring a male
Green Frog in Hendrie Valley, 6 September 2018. Note
the inflated vocal sac, no doubt due to the incredible
pressure, but perhaps a desperate attempt by the Green
Frog to save itself - photos Barry Coombs.

Blue-spotted Salamander range map from angelfire.com.
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Join The Hamilton Naturalists' Club Board
There are positions open on your Board of the Hamilton Naturalists' Club. I strongly
encourage you to join the HNC Board as it can be a very rewarding experience to become
part of this dynamic organization. You will become part of a 99 year old organization that
values nature and the protection of nature as our mission. Our slogan says it all,
"Protecting Nature Since 1919"

Black-legged Meadow Katydid, 19 September 2018, Westover Rd.
See HSA Nature Note about this insect on page 55 - photo Paul Smith.
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